
Category: Best Building Project – Specialty Contractor (Under $2 Million) 

Company: Douglass Colony Group 

Project: CODA Apartments (100 Steele) 

 

Bold /bōld/ adj: 

1. (of a person, action, or idea) showing an ability to take risks; confident and courageous. 

2. (of a color or design) having a strong or vivid appearance. 

 

Winding down Speer Boulevard and as it turns into 1st, one is guaranteed to notice a new 

addition proudly peeking its twelve levels out from its neighbors. “CODA” brandishes its edge in 

bold red, large print, so it can’t be missed sitting upon metal panels that expertly envelop the side 

of the building. 

Bold. If there is one word to describe this project that would be it, pertaining to both the action of 

constructing this apartment complex and to its appearance with unique materials creating vivid 

color and texture combinations. This project was abundant with risks, constructing a 12-story 

building on a plot of land the exact size of the building with no extra space in a high-traffic and 

high-profile area with all custom made and designed materials. However, Douglass Colony did 

not shy away from what could have easily been viewed as an adverse situation and rose to the 

challenge, and the final product proved to be worth it: a beautiful apartment complex with a 

strong and vivid appearance. 

On this project, Douglass Colony’s scope included Fundermax high pressure laminate panels 

with a wood grain finish on the exteriors of the building, Firestone ribbed metal panels, sheet 

metal flashings and trim, composite panels, Firestone white TPO roofing application, and 

porcelain TileTech pavers on the amenity deck. 

 

Confidence Despite Obstacles 



The location of this complex created a major challenge in that it was at the corner of a bustling 

and populous intersection, causing it to be a “zero lot-line project.” The building footprint 

extended to the very edge of the lot, leaving no extra space around it. This eliminated the 

possibility of laying and storing materials on the ground, so Douglass Colony relied on “just-in-

time” delivery. Materials were only stocked as needed, emphasizing the importance of 

impeccable organization and scheduling. Exaggerating this challenge, the sequencing on this 

project proved to be somewhat of a nightmare. The building design caused Douglass Colony to 

jump from area to area completing various sections at different times rather than an entire side or 

area at once. Coordination between the jobsite and the shop at Douglass Colony’s headquarters, 

therefore, was paramount to ensure all panels were where they needed to be when they needed to 

be there.  

Once at the jobsite, installing the panels and roofing application was no easy task in such a tight 

space. Employees had to use extremely high lifts to install panels. However, even the biggest 

boom lift in the region (185 feet) did not reach the top, so swing stages were utilized in 

conjunction with the lifts. Specialized safety training for these swing stages was required prior to 

their use. Due to the sporadic nature of the sequencing, the swing stages also had to be frequently 

moved around, a tedious activity, but one that Douglass Colony accommodated to guarantee 

success among all trades and contractors. 

With no storage space on the ground, many trades took advantage of the roof to store their 

materials, creating issues with putting scopes together and coordinating the removal of materials 

with the installation of the roof. However, despite these challenges, Douglass Colony 

successfully installed the Firestone TPO roof. 

 

Strong and Vivid 

Through the use of unique and custom materials, Douglass Colony contributed to creating a very 

eye-catching and bold skin for this apartment complex. Fundermax high pressure laminate (HPL) 

panels stripe the building with a beautiful wood grain finish. This wood-like appearance is offset 

by the ribbed Firestone metal panels and composite panels. All composite panels were custom 

made and designed for this building, as was the structure for them to attach to. There are many 



applications of these including on the exterior, the doorways, the parking garage, art walls, and 

some interior applications. The Firestone ribbed panels were made in a custom steel color to 

match these composite panels. Sheet metal flashings and trims were also used to create bands to 

highlight the windows, adding some depth to the appearance of the building. Douglass Colony 

installed porcelain TileTech pavers on the pool deck. These, too, were characterized by a wood 

grain finish and add a unique texture to the deck and complement the Fundermax panels very 

nicely. 

 

It is impossible to miss this building. Its bold colors and textures demand the attention of any 

passerby as it stands dauntlessly, claiming its permanent imprint on the city’s anatomy. Douglass 

Colony takes great pride in its contribution to successfully make this project stand out.   

 











 


